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VTS95 TRACKED
SHREDDER

SPECIFICATIONS

The McCloskey™ VTS95 is a track mobile shredder 
capable of effectively and reliably shredding 
virtually any type of material.  Designed to meet 
the unique demands of operations in which the 
incoming material varies greatly in terms of size 
and composition, the VTS95 offers an 8 or 10 knife 
layout.

Overall dimensions with hopper 
(LxWxH)

370” x 116” x 138” 
(9398 x 2945 x 3500 mm)

Weight 38.6 US Ton (35,017 kgs)

Loading height without hopper 138” (3500 mm)

Cutting Area 95” x 79” (2410mm x 
2000mm)

Diesel Motor CAT C15 540hp (397 kW)

Discharge Height 136” (3450mm)
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FEATURES
Low load height, allowing easier loading with a 
smaller loader.  A mounted ladder on the cutting 
table ensures good access.

Conveyor belt speed can be precisley adjusted to 
suit the particular waste being processed.

Tracked machine allows for easy mobility 
throughout site.  Machine can also be moved 
during operation.

Cutting chamber has a 10,000 hour lifetime - 
choose from 8 or 10 knife layout.   
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CUTTING TABLE

CAPACITY
Household Waste up to 110 TPH

Demolition Wood up to 77 TPH

Industrial Waste up to 39 TPH

Bulky Waste up to 55 TPH

Number of shafts 2

Rotation Speed 16-41/27-56 rpm

Number of Knives 8 or 10

Number of Counter Knives 16 or 20

Cutting Area (l x w) 95” x 79” (2410mm x 
2000mm)

Weight (complete machine 
including magnet)

8 knives - 38 US Ton 
(34,473kg)
10 knives - 39 US Ton 
(35,380kg)

Throughput can be as high as 110 tons per hour depending 
on the type of input, number of knives in the cutting table, 
and the loading procedure. 

The interaction between rotating the knives on these two 
shafts running asynchronously and in both directions 
ensures that the input material is constantly in motion, thus 
preventing bridging and providing maximum shredding 
capacity.

LARGE THROUGHPUT
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McCloskey Equipment represents McCloskey International with the provision of new and used machinery, parts and servicing across the South of the UK and Scotland.
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